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A new prin ipled domain independent watermarking framework is presented. The new approa h is based on embedding the message
in statisti ally independent sour es of the overtext to mimimise overtext distortion, maximise the information embedding rate and improve
the method's robustness against various atta ks. Experiments omparing
the performan e of the new approa h, on several standard atta ks show
the urrent proposed approa h to be ompetitive with other state of the
art domain-spe i methods.

Abstra t.

1 Introdu tion
Interest in watermarking te hniques has grown signi antly in the past de ade,
mainly due to the need to prote t intelle tual property rights (IPR). Resear h
has mainly fo used on digital images, audio or video data, where e onomi interests are more apparent, with a plethora of te hniques. In spite of their ommon
root, the te hniques developed are domain spe i and annot easily be transferred a ross domains, making it diÆ ult to provide a prin ipled omprehensive
theoreti al approa h to watermarking. The latter is a prerequisite to a methodologi al optimization of watermarking methods. The present paper des ribes a
domain independent watermarking framework whi h aims at maximising the
information embedding rate and the robustness against various atta ks while
mimimising the information degradation.

2 Domain Independent Watermarking
In the past few years, signi ant attention has been drawn to blind sour e separation by Independent Component Analysis (ICA) [1℄. The re ent dis overy of
eÆ ient algorithms and the in rease in omputational abilities, have made it
easier to extra t statisti ally independent sour es from given data.
ICA is a general purpose statisti al te hnique whi h, given a set of observed
data, extra ts a linear transformation su h that the resulting variables are as
statisti ally independent as possible. Su h separation may be applied to audio signals or digitized images [1℄, assuming that they onstitute a suÆ iently
uniform lass so that a statisti al model an be onstru ted on the basis of

observations. Experiments ondu ted on a set of digitized images that we examined, show that this hypothesis holds, giving us a general domain independent
framework 1 .
The suggested framework an be based on various generative methods. In
this paper we will fo us on a parti ular method for identifying statisti ally independent sour es - ICA. We now des ribe the ICA generative model and a
simple watermarking s heme based on it. Te hni al details have been omitted
for brevity.
2.1

ICA Generative Model

ICA des ribes a set of latent variables, also termed Independent Components
(IC), whi h an be observed only through their linear ombination. By de nition,
these variables are random and statisti ally mutually independent.
xi

= ai1 s1 + ai2 s2 + : : : + ail sl ; for all i = 1; : : : ; n

(1)

where ai;j are real oeÆ ients, si are the latent independent variables and the xi
are observed measurements. Using a matrix notation, the previous equation an
be written as x = As; and the inverse (de-mixing) pro ess an be des ribed by
s = W x, where W is the de-mixing matrix and inverse (or pseudo-inverse if
n = l) of A.
6

2.2

Basi Watermarking S heme

Basi watermarking s hemes an be des ribed in three steps. Firstly, a given
message m, also termed a watermark, is embedded into the overtext X (e.g.
a digitized image, audio or a transformed version) providing a watermarked
overtext X^ . Then, the watermarked text may be atta ked either mali iously or
non-mali iously, resulting in the atta ked overtext Y . Finally, a de oder tries to
extra t m from Y given or not side information. This is summarised in gure 1.

2.3

Domain Independent Watermarking (DIW) S heme

In the framework studied in this paper, X may be derived from any media, su h
as audio signals or digitized images. The de-mixing matrix W obtained by the
ICA algorithm for the di erent domains are di erent but the prin iple remains
the same: representing the overtext through a set of IC.
Given a overtext, a set of relevant IC are hosen and modi ed su h that they
arry m. Various eÆ ient approa hes have been suggested for hiding/embedding
information. We used the distortion- ompensated Quantization Index Modulation (QIM) method [5℄, that has been shown to be lose to optimal in the ase
1

In the ase of multiple, signi antly di erent, overtext groups, one may onstru t
a di erent model for ea h group.
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A general watermarking s heme where m is the embedded message, X is the
overtext, X^ the watermarked overtext, Y the atta ked overtext and m
^ an estimate
of m.
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of additive Gaussian atta ks and is easy to use. It is based on quantizing the
overtext real-valued IC to some entral value, followed by a quantized addition/subtra tion representing the binary message bit. This may also be modi ed
by a pres ribed noise template making it diÆ ult to identify the QIM embedding
pro ess and its parameters.
The watermarked overtext X^ is then mixed ba k to the original overtext
spa e, generating the watermarked overtext, as illustrated in Fig.2.
The de oding pro ess pro eeds in a similar way. The des ription of the atta ked text is omputed from the atta ked overtext by employing the de-mixing
matrix W giving us the orrupted sour e Y . m
^ is omputed from Y in onjun tion
with other available information (e.g. atta k hara teristi s, original overtext,
ryptographi key, . . . ; see Figure 2).
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This gure represents a domain independent watermarking s heme where m
is the embedded message and m
^ is an estimate of m. A and W are, respe tively, the
mixing and de-mixing matri es used to get the independent omponents.

Fig. 2.

3 Experimental Results
We arried out a few experiments, omparing the performan e of our approa h
to other watermarking methods. The overtext used in our experiments was

arbitrarily hosen to be digitized images. For the DIW approa h, the latter are
divided in ontiguous pat hes. Ea h pat h is marked independently following the
method des ribed above, see 2.3.
For omparison purposes, two other watermarking s hemes have been tested
under the same atta ks and using the same embedding and de oding methods.
Both methods operate in the dis rete osine transform (DCT) domain.
Comp1 This s heme is based on the DCT of the whole image, X , sele ting a
random oeÆ ient set for the message m to be embedded in using QIM.
Comp2 In the se ond s heme, the image is divided into ontiguous pat hes. The
DCT of ea h pat h is used as overtext X . A set of oeÆ ients is sele ted
and then quantized for embedding m.
In both s hemes, X^ undergoes an inverse DCT, to provide the watermarked
image. Noti e that lo al methods su h as Comp 2 and DIW are mu h more
omputationally eÆ ient than global methods like Comp 1. Furthermore, watermarking parameters have been optimized in all methods, and separately for ea h
spe i atta k.
3.1

Experiments

We arried out four experiments where watermarked pi tures are atta ked either
by: a) white noise (WN) of mean zero and of various standard deviation values;
b) JPEG lossy ompression with di erent quality levels; ) resizing with various
fa tors; d) a ombination of atta ks: resizing with a fa tor of 0.5, followed by
JPEG ompression with a quality fa tor of 70, followed by WN of zero mean
and of standard deviation 15.
These atta ks are, arguably, the most ommonly used atta ks as a ben hmark
in this eld. The set of images used omprises eleven gray-s ale pi tures representing natural, as opposed to omputer generated, s enes. The experiments are
arried out ten times for ea h set of parameters for ea h pi ture, providing both
mean performan e and error bars on the measurements.
Ea h algorithm embeds, using a quantization method hara terized by a
quantization step Æ , a message m of length 1024 bits with a maximum distortion of 38 dB as suggested in [3, 4℄. The distortion indu ed by the watermarking
systems is measured by the peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR). A simple deoding s heme based on nearest de oding is also used for all systems. Table 3.1
summarises the parameters used in the experiments.
Table 1.

Summary of the watermarking s hemes parameters

Atta k
Noise
JPEG
Resizing
S heme Transform Pat h size Coef. Rg. Æ Coef. Rg. Æ Coef. Rg. Æ
DIW
ICA
16 by 16 38-50 155
6-10
36 6-10 36
Comp1 DCT
101-1124 70 2081-20624 70 2-1985 70
Comp2 DCT
16 by 16
6-23 80
2-19
80 4-18 80

3.2

Results

Figure 3a, shows that all s hemes are quite robust onsidering that the 38 dB
atta k distortion threshold is rea hed for a standard deviation of about 3. It
also shows that DIW is the most robust method of those examined for a WN
atta k. In the ase of DIW and the de oding method used, it is easy to see a
dire t relation between Æ and the robustness of the pro ess, sin e the noise in
the feature spa e is also Gaussian. This may not be the ase if other de oding
methods, su h as the Bayesian approa h will be used. Moreover it also shows that
one potential weakness of the DIW s heme, the ICA restri tion of extra ting only
non-Gaussian sour es, is not highly signi ant, even in the ase of a Gaussian
noise atta k.
Figure 3b shows that all systems are quite robust against JPEG ompression.
However, for very low quality levels, under 15, performan es de rease signi antly, and are less stable as shown by the error bars. Furthermore the threshold
of 38 dB distortion is rea hed at a quality level of about 90. DIW a hieves here
the best results on average.
Figure 3 shows ex ellent performan es for Comp1 under resizing atta ks.
DIW and Comp2 a hieve ex ellent results for resizing fa tor greater than 0.5;
their performan es de rease signi antly for stronger atta ks. Intiutively this
an be explained by their pat hes' lo alised nature. Low resizing fa tors a e t
severly the apa ity of these s hemes and the pi ture quality. For a 0.25 resizing
fa tor, the pi ture size is redu ed by more than 93% in storage.
Figure 3d shows the results of the s hemes against a ombination of atta ks
based on a possible s enario. It appears that Comp2 performs better than DIW
(whi h performs better than Comp1), presumably due to the resizing omponent.

4 Con lusions
A new prin ipled domain independent watermarking framework is presented and
examined. Experiments show highly promising performan e in omparison with
other state of the art methods on a limited set of atta ks. The atta ks in lude
four of the most ommon atta ks: white noise atta k, JPEG lossy ompression,
resizing and a ombination of atta ks.
The main advan e is that sin e the watermarking ombines an informationtheoreti embedding a ross a spa e of statisti ally independent sour es, the same
te hnique works a ross di erent media. Being based on lo al information and a
linear transform, our method is e onomi al in the omputational osts required
(unlike global methods relying on non-linear transforms like Comp1) and o ers
additional se urity in the use of spe i mixing/de-mixing matri es that are
not easy to obtain (in ontrast to methods based on a simple transformation
like Comp1 and Comp2). Further resear h will fo us on theoreti al aspe ts of
this s heme, optimizing the de oding pro ess and other improvements of its
robustness against spe i atta ks.
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